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We studied the kinetics of sublimating crystals with single-particle resolution by experiments with colloidal
spheres and by computer simulations. A short-range attraction between spheres led to crystallites one
to three layers thick. The spheres were tracked with optical microscopy while the attraction was reduced
and the crystals sublimated. Large crystallites sublimated by escape of particles from the perimeter.
The rate of shrinkage was greatly enhanced, however, when the size decreased to less than 20 to 50
particles, depending on the location in the phase diagram. At this size, the crystallites transformed into a
dense amorphous structure, which rapidly vaporized. The enhancement of kinetics by metastable or
unstable phases may play a major role in the melting, freezing, and annealing of crystals.

The process by which crystals melt into a
liquid or sublimate into a gas are of con-
siderable fundamental and practical impor-

tance. Even in model systems whose equilibrium
configurations are known, the kinetics of phase
transitions have proved difficult to understand and
predict (1–4). In the case of nucleation of a
crystalline phase from a fluid, the kinetics are
slowed by the energy cost of forming an interface
between the new phase and the old one, as
described by classical nucleation theory. Compli-
cating the process, thermodynamically metastable
or unstable phases enhance the nucleation rate by
lowering the free-energy barrier that must be
overcome to reach equilibrium (5–10). In studies
of the reverse process—melting or sublimation—
two different mechanisms have been identified.
Three-dimensional crystallites that have stabilized
surfaces melt from within through mechanical or
Born melting (11, 12) once the shear modulus is
reduced to nearly zero (11–14). In this case, melting
might be viewed as nucleation and growth of the
fluid phase within the solid (11, 12, 14). In two
dimensions, large crystallites melt by a two-step
process owing to the intervention of the hexatic
phase, which appears in equilibrium (3, 15–19). In
many practical cases, however, crystallites are of
finite size.Melting or sublimation then take place at
the surface (or perimeter) while the interior retains
its crystalline order (2, 3). Thus, in experiments
with real systems of melting or sublimating crys-
tallites, the melting process is dominated by the
surface (20). As crystallites shrink in size, one
might expect the surface to play a continually
greater role in the kinetics. Owing to the difficulty
of studying small crystallites with single-particle
resolution, however, this has remained an open
question. Experiments with colloidal crystals at
very low ionic strength have shown unexpectedly
slowmelting, but this has been attributed to a long-
range attraction (21). We found that crystallites
sublimate at a steady rate from their perimeter until
they reach a characteristic size, after which they
very rapidly vaporize.

Images of a typical colloidal crystallite while it
sublimates into a low-density gas phase are shown
in Fig. 1. The video images show colloidal spheres
in water containing surfactant micelles (not visible).
The micelles induce an attractive potential between
spheres by the depletion, or excluded-volume,
mechanism (22). The range of the depletion
potential is determined by the diameter of the
micelles, which is approximately 0.3 to 1.4% of the
sphere diameter. The key to our experiment is that
the size and concentration of the micelles—and
hence the strength of attraction—are strong
functions of temperature, T. Using the nonionic
surfactant hexaethylene glycol monododecyl ether
(C12E6), we obtained crystallites of the colloidal
spheres coexisting with a gas phase at 28°C.
These crystallites form at a flat glass surface
owing to depletion attraction to the surface (23);
most crystallites contain only a single layer of
spheres. Cooling the sample to 27°C weakens the
depletion attraction (22) and the crystallites sub-
limate (Fig. 1). During this transition, almost all of
the spheres remain on the surface and diffuse in
two dimensions. The images clearly indicate a
two-stage process, in which large crystallites
shrink by departure of particles from the perimeter
monolayer at a rate limited by breaking of bonds
(Fig. 1, A to C, time Dt = 100 s between images),
whereas smaller clusters melt much more rapidly
(Fig. 1, D to F, Dt = 15 s).

To quantify the kinetics, Fig. 2 shows the
cluster size N(t) for several crystallites. Figure 2A
shows data for three colloidal crystallites formed
in the presence of C12E6 at 28°C and then cooled
to 27°C, similar to that in Fig. 1. Here, N is de-
fined as the number of particles that are connected
in a contiguous cluster by depletion bonds, which
are defined by their separation (22). This definition
of cluster is independent of the degree of
crystalline order. For large clusters or early time,
the rate of sublimation varies among crystallites,
perhaps owing to variations in their shape. When
N falls below about 30, however, the clusters are
more isotropic in shape and in each case the rate
markedly increases. We discerned no dependence
of the final shrinkage rate on the cluster’s history.

The results shown in Figs. 1 and 2A are robust;
we observed similar results in other experiments
and in computer simulations. Figure 2B shows

data for four colloidal crystals formed in the pres-
ence of micelles of an anionic surfactant, sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), at room temperature. Two
of these melted at 30° and two melted at 65°C;
unlike the C12E6, the SDS micelles shrink with
increasing T (22). Figure S1 shows N(t) for all
seven crystallites that we studied at 65°C. The
typical rate of crystallite shrinkage for N > 30
increases with T by an order of magnitude, yet all
samples show the break in the slope at N ~ 20 to
30. Figure 2C shows two crystallites melted in a
Brownian dynamics computer simulation (22) of a
quasi–two-dimensional system. The attractive pair
potential approximated the depletion potential
with a range equal to 10% of the particle diam-
eter. These data adhered to the same enhanced
kinetics at small N (≈50 in simulation), which
excludes hydrodynamic flow as an explanation of
our experimental results. Experimental data for
colloidal crystals of two to three layers in thickness
(fig. S2) also showed enhanced kinetics at small
size, showing that the cross-over was not a strictly
two-dimensional effect. All of these melting
curves clearly showed a tendency to sublimate at
a steady rate until N reached a characteristic size.
In crystallites below this size, the melting rate was
greatly enhanced.

If the melting rate were limited by the rate of
thermally breaking bonds at the perimeter, then
dN/dtºN1/2 and themelting rate should slowdown
rather than speed up. Alternatively, classical nu-
cleation theory predicts a critical size for a growing
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Fig. 1. Images of a crystallite of 0.7-mm-radius
polystyrene spheres during sublimation. The purple
dots indicate particles identified by the cluster
algorithm. Images were obtained using an inverted
optical microscope (63× magnification, 1.3 numer-
ical aperture) and a monochrome video camera.
Times (in seconds) are measured relative to t0,
when the crystallites were defined as having
vanished. The images indicate a relatively slow
rate initially [Dt = 100 s (A to C)] and an
enhanced rate near the end [Dt = 15 s (D to F)].
The sample was heated from above and below
with feedback-controlled resistive heaters. A sap-
phire plate was mounted to the top surface to
suppress temperature gradients. The temperature
had equilibrated and random fluctuations in
temperature were approximately 0.1°C.
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crystallite, which is reminiscent of the characteristic
size reported here. However, in nucleation theory
this size arises from a competition between the
lower chemical potential of the crystal phase and its
positive surface energy. During melting, the chem-
ical potential is larger in the crystal, both terms are
positive, and no critical size emerges. Instead, our
analysis points to a third mechanism.We show that
the cross-over in kinetics arises because of a two-
step process: (i) The crystallite forms a dense amor-
phous phase, which is thermodynamically unstable,
and (ii) it rapidly evaporates into the gas phase.

To distinguish crystalline from amorphous
clusters, we measured the sixfold symmetry of
bondswithin the clusters using the bond-orientation
order parameter, y6 (15). For each particle (labeled
j) that has two or more bonds, y6( j) ≡ (1/Z)Sk
exp[6iqjk], whereZ is the number of bondswith this
particle, the sum is over all bonded neighbors k, and
qjk is the angle between the j–k bond and the x axis.
Computing the modulus squared, |y6|

2 eliminates
the arbitrary choice of axis. |y6|

2 = 1 in a perfect
hexagonal lattice, independent of the number of
bonds. We found that the downturn in N(t) is
simultaneous with a drop in |y6|

2 from between 0.8
and 1 to about 0.2.

To focus on the effect of cluster size N rather
than time, we plotted |y6|

2
av versus N, where the

subscript “av” refers to an average over all clusters
of sizeN (Fig. 3A). For colloidal crystallites formed
in the presence of C12E6 micelles and melting at
27°C (squares), |y6|

2
av is notably reducedwhenN is

smaller than a cross-over value, Nx ≈ 30. A similar
result was found in the presence of SDSmicelles at
65°C (diamonds) and at 30°C (triangles), although

in the latter case Nx is closer to 20. In the computer
simulation, with a range of attraction equal to 10%
of the particle diameter, Nx 50 (Fig. 3D).

Even more revealing of the loss of orientational
order is the product of each particle’s y6 value with
that of its neighbors, which we call C6 (21) (Fig.
3B). In a dense fluid, particles may have a high
degree of sixfold bond order; unlike in a crystal,
however, the directions of the bonds vary from one
region to another. Hence, the thermal average of
the product of y6(i) × y6( j)* vanishes when par-
ticles i and j are far apart. Indeed, long-range bond
orientational (y6) order is a hallmark of two-
dimensional crystals, distinguishing them from
hexatic and fluid phases, which exhibit quasi–
long-range (algebraically decaying) and short-range
order, respectively (15). As expected, particles with
Z < 6 (which are near the perimeter) have lower
values of C6 than do their neighbors with Z = 6
(Fig. 3B). As crystallites sublimate, an increasing
fraction, f, of the particles have Z < 6 (Fig. 3C).
Notably, the crystallites do not lose order simply
because f increases, as might be expected if melt-
ing took place at a wetting layer. Instead, the
particles with Z < 6 (perimeter particles) them-
selves lose orientational order when N < Nx. Par-
ticles with Z = 6 and one layer in become very
rare, but these also show reduced order (though the
effect is small because packing six neighbors at
short range requires nearly 60° bond angles).
Hence, small clusters have lower bond-orientational
order throughout their area and should be char-
acterized as amorphous.

These results point to the following mechanism
for melting. Clusters larger than the cross-over size

Nx sublimate directly into the gas phase from the
perimeter region. Here, particles at the perimeter
typically have lower values of |y6|

2 and C6. In the
simulations, we found that mean-square fluctua-
tions in the bond lengths are larger at the surface, as
in earlier studies of large crystallites (4, 24). Par-
ticles that lie one or more layer from the perimeter
region tend to remainwithin the cluster and haveC6

values close to 1 (Fig. 3B). On the other hand, asN
falls below Nx, a cluster rapidly forms a dense
amorphous (liquid) phase. Here, |y6|

2
av and C6 are

small throughout the cluster area, which is the
signature of a liquid. The liquid phase is
thermodynamically unstable, and thus rapidly
evaporates into the surrounding gas phase. Al-
though this liquid phase is not found in equilibrium,
it has a profound effect on the transition kinetics.

Systems with short-range attraction can also
exhibit a second solid phase, which has the same
symmetry as the other crystal but lower density (25).
This expanded solid is expected to become meta-
stable in the presence of the 3.5% size polydispersity
used here (26). Even when the expanded solid is
metastable, however, simulations showed that crys-
tallites nucleate with the density of the (metastable)
expanded phase, then contract to the stable-solid
density as they grow (27). Correspondingly, we
found that our sublimating crystallites dilate slightly
asN decreases towardNx. Our data, however, do not
directly reveal two solid phases; we therefore focus
on the more apparent amorphous phase.

To verify the role of a liquid phase in the sub-
limation kinetics, we performed simulations in the
region of the phase diagram where gas-liquid
coexistence is found in equilibrium. In accord with

Fig. 2. Measured number of particles in individual clusters, N, versus time, t,
normalized by the characteristic diffusion time R2/D (the time to diffuse a
particle’s diameter). For legibility, approximately every 40th data point is
plotted. (A) Data from crystallites formed in the presence of C12E6 micelles
with 30% area fraction. Squares, diamonds, and triangles indicate different
clusters in the sample. The squares represent the sample shown in Fig. 1. (B)
Data from crystallites formed in the presence of SDS micelles and heated to
30°C (triangles) and 65°C (diamonds). The area fractions were 16%. (C) Data
from two Brownian dynamics computer simulations with 24% area fraction.
Triangles and diamonds indicate separate simulation runs.
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earlier investigations in two and three dimensions
(4, 6, 28–30), our quasi–two-dimensional simu-
lations reveal only one amorphous phase (gas) in
equilibrium when the attraction is of short range.
When the range of attraction exceeds approxi-
mately 60% of the diameter, however, we found
coexistence of gas and liquid phases in equilibri-
um (22). Whereas short-range attraction leads to a
transient liquid phase, a long-range attraction leads
to a stable liquid. For example, when the range of
attraction is 80% of the sphere diameter, a
crystallite of N = 100 rapidly forms a dense liquid
droplet, which shrinks to N 85 and then persists
for at least 1000 R2/D, where R is the particle
radius and D is the diffusion constant. Earlier
reports of the melting of ligand-stabilized CdS
nanoparticles in vacuum have also found that the
crystalline nanoparticles melt to form stable liquid
droplets upon heating (31). Apparently, as our
clusters shrink in size, the free energy of the solid
phase approaches and then exceeds that of the
liquid [which can also be inferred from the evi-
dence that the melting temperature decreases for
small crystallites (31–33)]. At this point, forming a
liquid from the crystal reduces the energy. Because
relatively few bonds need to be broken in order to
disrupt the long-range order of the crystallite, this
process is plausibly fast. Once the liquid forms,
the static shear modulus vanishes; if this liquid is
thermodynamically unstable, thermal fluctuations
cause rapid evaporation.

Notably, we found a similar dependence of
|y6|

2 andC6 onN during freezing (inset of Fig. 3A).

For colloidal crystals in the presence of C12E6, the
sample was subjected to repeated freezing and
melting by repeated switching of T from 28° to 27°
C (waiting sufficient time between cycles to ensure
complete melting and looking in different regions
of the sample). During the repeated cycles,
crystallites showed statistically indistinguishable
|y6|

2
av versus N. Hence, we conclude that the liq-

uid phase, which is unstable or metastable in this
case, is intimately involved in nucleation as well as
melting. This conclusion agrees with earlier com-
puter simulations (6), density functional theory
(8, 10), and experiments (9) in three dimensions.

The results described here were found in
crystallites of one to three layers thick, but are
likely to be generally applicable to crystallites of
arbitrary thickness formed from centrosymmetric,
attractive potentials. Short-range attractions might
prevail in crystallization and melting of macro-
molecules such as proteins in membranes or in
three dimensional solutions; in these cases, the
liquid phase is metastable or unstable and small
crystallites would rapidly vanish. Crystallites of
atoms with longer-range (Lennard-Jones–like)
attraction are common in vacuum-phase film dep-
osition and as nanoparticles on substrates or in
solution; in these cases, the liquid phase is stable
and small crystallites can form tiny liquid drop-
lets that persist, as indicated by our simulations.
In clusters composed of nonspherical particles,
other metastable phases with body-centered cubic
(34, 35) or liquid crystalline symmetry (36) might
determine the kinetics. Hence, the observed two-

stage sublimation process should be generally
relevant to the melting, freezing, and annealing
kinetics of small clusters with short-range attraction.
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Pattern Formation and Shape Changes
in Self-Oscillating Polymer Gels
Victor V. Yashin and Anna C. Balazs*

We developed an efficient model for responsive gels that captures large-scale, two-dimensional
(2D) deformations and chemical reactions within a swollen polymer network. The 2D calculations
allowed us to probe not only volume changes but also changes in sample shape. By focusing on
gels undergoing the oscillatory Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction, we observed traveling waves of
local swelling that form a rich variety of dynamic patterns and give rise to distinctive oscillations in
the gel’s shape. The observed patterns depend critically on the gel’s dimensions. The approach
provides a useful computational tool for probing the dynamics of chemomechanical processes and
uncovering morphological transformations in responsive gels.

For a synthetic material to perform sus-
tained mechanical work, it must undergo
large-scale, periodic changes in volume

or shape. Polymeric gels constitute optimal
candidates for use as soft active materials,
because controlled modulations of the sur-
rounding solvent can lead to significant,
rhythmic expansion and contraction of the gel
(1, 2). Consequently, such oscillating gels
could be used as microactuators (3) for pul-
satile drug delivery (4). In addition to their
practical utility, oscillating gels provide an
ideal medium for investigating nonlinear dy-
namical phenomena that can arise from a
coupling of mechanical and chemical energy.
For example, researchers have isolated scenar-
ios where the initial swelling and deswelling of
a chemoresponsive gel exerts feedback on a
nonoscillatory chemical reaction and thereby
drives the entire system into a regular, oscilla-
tory regime (4–8). Theoretical models for
oscillating gels (2, 7–9) have yielded substan-
tial insight into mechanisms that can produce
periodic pulsations. Prior calculations (2, 7–9),
however, were carried out in one dimension
(e.g., the sample was assumed to be spherically
symmetric), and thus only volumetric changes
of the sample could be probed. To capture
shape changes, models must describe the gel
deformation in at least two dimensions. By
encompassing additional degrees of freedom,

2D (or 3D) models can enhance our funda-
mental understanding of the interplay between
the finite deformations of a responsive medium
and the nonlinear chemical dynamics and open
up the possibility of uncovering new morpho-
logical transitions (7).

We developed an approach for simulating
chemoresponsive gels that can exhibit not only
large variations in volume but also alterations
in shape. Through this approach, we modeled
oscillating gels undergoing the Belousov-
Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction (10–12) and showed
that the ensuing 2D pattern formation depends
on the dimensions of the sample. BZ gels are
unique because the polymer network can expand
and contract periodically without external stimu-
li (11, 12). This autonomous, self-oscillatory
behavior is due to a ruthenium catalyst, which is
covalently bonded to the polymers (11, 12). The
BZ reaction generates a periodic oxidation and
reduction of the anchored metal ion, and these
chemical oscillations induce the rhythmic
swelling-deswelling in the gel. By probing mor-
phological changes in BZ gels, we can establish
design criteria for creating autonomous small-
scale devices, which perform sustained work un-
til the reagents in the host solution are consumed
and can be simply refueled by replenishing these
solutes.

Fig. 1. Temporal evolution
of f and v in a 30-by-30
square gel. (A) Location of
horizontal (a-b) and vertical
(c-d) cross sections through
the sample. (B) Nonrespon-
sive gel ( c∗ ¼ 0). (C) Re-
sponsive gel (c∗ ¼ 0:105).
Rhythmic variation of gel
size is clearly seen. Simula-
tions were performed with
(9): f0 ¼ 0:139, c0v0 ¼
1:3�10−3, cðfÞ¼0:338þ
0:518 f, l⊥ ¼ 1:1, e ¼
0:354, f ¼ 0:7, and q ¼
9:52� 10−4.
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